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Hello Everyone, 

     How are you handling the summer heat?  Surprisingly, this seems to be a correct question to most anyone this 

year.  It seems like it has been a hotter than average summer throughout the US and much of Europe!  Here’s 

hoping you have done a better job of planning some cool escape from the heat than I have! 

Our Phoenix Metro real estate market has generally been as hot as our wearther so far this  summer.  As 

always, the numbers that follow represent June happenings as July’s numbers have not been crunched yet.  The 

total $ worth of MLS sales set an all time high for a June this year.  At this point, 2019 totals for the year indicate 

this will be an all time record high $ volume.  Not overly surprising as it’s hard to name most anything that doesn’t 

(at least) seem high priced these days.  June did set a new record high median home price for The Valley at 

$279,000.  The number that really caught my eye was the June AVERAGE sale price was $350,600!  Raise your 

hand if your budget comfortably supports an ‘average priced’ home.  June was another month with a decrease in 

the number of homes for sale was down (7.5% from May and about 3% lower than last year).  I checked the MLS 

Active Listings just before writing this Newsletter and saw just below 14,000.  That’s noticably down, even from 

recent times.  Why?  Lots of guesses here.  Many people are preferring to stay in their current hame for a longer 

time than the past.  Some are choosing to  (perhaps financed through a mortgage refi at a lower interest rate) 

remodel/updateto stay in place because of school choices or their job. Many people who might like to move (both 

larger and smaller) look at the small available inventory and realize that they don’t see much available that looks like 

what they are hoping to find.  I’m finding potential Buyers having love/hate relationships with ‘flip’ homes on the 

market.  They are a big reality.  The AZ Republic referenced The Cromford Report(Sun, 5/28) saying nearly 20% 

of the homes sold in May were flips.  Investors/Flippers seem to have embraced the mortgage rate decreases from 

this past Fall and have been very active in our market.  I suspect we’ll see even greater activity if the Fed relaxes 

interest rates again this week, as expected.  The problem many potential Buyers hasve with ‘flips’ is that the quality, 

materials used and workmaanship can vary greatly.  Some are very good, some not so much. 

We’re still loking for the right Buyer for David’s Phoenix home.  Updated Mid-Century modern homes and 

this pricepoint require rather specific Buyers.  Know anyone looking for one?  I could use your help with referrals 

of anyone you know looking to Buy or Sell a home.  I’ll greatly appreciate it if you’ll share my name with anyone 

you know that’s in the  market (or even thinking about Buying or Selling). 

Regards, 

JSGerber 7/30/2019 

JEFF  GERBER  
A B R ® ,  G R I ® ,  S R E S ® ,  R E A L T O R ®

Visit my website at: www.jeffgerberrealtor.com 



Residential, June 2019
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If you are working with another real estate professional, please disregard this notice. The material in this publication is for your information only and not intended to be used in lieu of seeking additional consumer or professional advice.

B uying or sell-
ing a home on 
your own in the 

middle of summer is 
a lot of work! Contact 
me and let my knowl-
edge and experience 
be your guide.

L ooking to buy a new home? Now 
is the time to make the move! Of 
course, investing in a new home is 

more than just a financial decision—the 
pride that comes with homeownership is 
truly priceless. 

I recommend including an Old Republic 
Home Warranty Plan to all my clients, 
whether they’re buying or selling. A home 
warranty helps protect your budget from 
unexpected repair or replacement costs 
caused by the breakdown of your home’s 
heating, plumbing, electrical systems, 
and most built-in appliances—before, 
during, and after the sale. Optional cov-
erage choices are available for buyers to 
custom-fit the warranty to the unique 
needs of their new home.

N eed expert advice before buying 
or selling a home? Call me! I can 
offer guidance on home 

staging, financing, negotiation, 
and more.

Health & Safety
Why Do We Crave Sugar?  

A merican adults consume over 50 pounds of added sugar each year. That’s in addition 
to the natural sugar we get from fruits, vegetables, and dairy! The American Heart 
Association recommends a daily intake of fewer than 6-9 teaspoons of sugar. More-

over, experts say less than 5% of that intake should come from added sugars.

Sugar is a generic term used to describe carbohydrates, but complex carbohydrates (e.g., 
brown rice or whole wheat) function differently than simple carbs (e.g., processed sugar or 
corn syrup). The blood sugar spike generated by simple carbs may contribute to irritability, 
fatigue, depression, and intense hunger cravings. The U.S. National Institute 
on Drug Abuse found that eating sugar can produce cravings and with-
drawal symptoms similar to those in people with drug and alcohol 
addictions!

Stave off cravings by lowering your sugar intake, one week at 
a time, until you’ve found what works for your body. By 
cutting out sugar, you may become more sensitized to 
sweetness over time, with reduced cravings as your body 
adjusts. Start by cutting out sugary drinks like sports 
drinks, sweetened tea, juice, or soda from your diet. Re-
place them with fruit to get your sweet fix the healthy way!

Real Estate Today
Determining A Home’s Value  

W hen house hunting, many focus on the style and curb appeal of a home. While 
these factors do matter for appraising a home, remember that the physical 
structure depreciates over time. The value of the land under a home tends to 

appreciate, and many factors (schools, crime stats, etc.) can affect home values.

Value estimators like Zillow’s Zestimate tool approximate home values based on prop-
erty records and the selling price of comparable local properties. Automated valuators 
are a great place to start, but they’re no substitute for a Competitive Market Analysis 
(CMA) from a real estate professional. 

CMAs include properties that closed in the past year, 
active listings, pending sales, and expired list-

ings, to offer a more comprehensive view of 
the local market. A real estate agent 

also looks at factors such as prox-
imity to busy streets and free-
ways, landscaping, details of 

other neighborhood homes, 
and more to deter-

mine the value 
of a home. 

Safeguard your American dream  
with a home warranty!

Visit www.orhp.com or talk to  
your real estate professional to learn more.

Jeff Gerber, ABR, GRI, 
SRES

The Empowered Team LLC
Lic. #: SA540122000

Real Estate for Today
Tel: (602) 330-7272, jeff@jeffgerberrealtor.com, www.jeffgerberrealtor.com, Lic. #: SA540122000



This is not intended as a solicitation if your property is currently listed with another agent. This newsletter is provided compliments of Old Republic Home Protection Company, Inc. (ORHP). The articles 
may contain information obtained from third parties. ORHP does not endorse the recommendations of any third party or guarantee the information provided is complete or correct. Copyright 2019

Household Tips  
Tiling Tips  

W hether you do it yourself or hire a professional, tile is a functional and decorative way 
to add a little character to any room in your home. Spice up your living space with the 
following tips.

Test it first: Before you begin a tiling project, ask your supplier for a few sample tiles to take home. 
You may be surprised by how a given color, pattern, or style works in a particular room. 
Consider going bold: A powerful pattern of alternating colors, such as dark grey tiles next to 
bright white tiles, can make a strong statement in the right room. Large format tiles can make a 
room look larger, and you can use decorative designs to help certain areas of your home stand out.
Arrange with style: The standard, square grid arrangement can work well in many settings, but 
you can arrange tiles at varying angles to create more interesting patterns, like herringbone, brick, 
basket weave, and more. You can also add borders and mix different sizes, shapes, and styles to 
create a unique look. Experiment with different layouts at your local showroom before laying tile to 
see what works for you!

Savor the Flavor Summer Cucumber Salad
2-4 long English cucumbers,  

thinly sliced

1 red onion, finely chopped

1/4 cup white wine vinegar

1 Tbsp sweetener  

(sugar or sugar substitute)

1/2 tsp fresh lemon juice

1/3 cup fresh dill, finely chopped

Kosher or sea salt, to taste

Fresh ground pepper, to taste

Mix sliced cucumbers and chopped 
onion in a serving bowl and set aside. 

Whisk together white wine vinegar, 
sweetener, and fresh lemon juice in a 
small bowl. Pour over cucumbers and 
onions. 

Sprinkle with dill, and toss with salt 
and pepper to taste. 

Cucumbers begin to soften after 
being salted, so serve and eat imme-
diately for crisper vegetables. 

Jeff Gerber, ABR, GRI, SRES
The Empowered Team LLC
3370 N Hayden Road - Suite 123-119
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
Tel: (602) 330-7272
www.jeffgerberrealtor.com
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DATA FOR JUNE 2019 -   Published July 16, 2019

Sales are down -9.9% 
month-over-month. 
The year-over-year 
comparison is up +2.6%.

1

Closed MLS sales with a close of escrow date from 6/1/2019 to 6/30/2019, 0 day DOM sales removed

ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019



Total inventory has a 
month-over-month
decrease of -7.5% while 
year-over-year reflects 
a decrease of -2.8%.

New inventory is down 
-17.2% month-over-
month while the year-
over-year comparison
decreased by -10.1%.

New MLS listings that were active for at least one day from 6/1/2019 to 6/30/2019, 0 day DOM sales removed

Snapshot of statuses on 6/30/2019
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Months supply of in- 
ventory for May was 
2.07 with June at 2.12.

June UCB listings 
percent of total inven- 
tory was 19.5% with 
June CCBS listings at 
3.7% of total invento-
ry.+6.7%..

Snapshot of statuses on 6/30/2019

Current inventory of Active/UCB/CCBS divided by the monthly sales volume of JUNE 2019, 0 day DOM sales removed

ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019
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MLS sales prices for closed listings with a close of escrow date from 6/1/2019 to 6/30/2019, 0 day DOM sales removed

The average sales price 
is up +5.1% year-over-
year while the year-over-
year median sales price 
is also up +4.4%.

Average new list prices 
are up +5.7% year-over-
year. The year-over-year 
median is up +6.1%.

List prices of new listings with list dates from 6/1/2019 to 6/30/2019, 0 day DOM sales removed

ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019
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Snapshot of public records data on 6/30/2019 active residential notices and residential REO properties. 

Foreclosures pend-
ing month-over-month 
showed a decrease of 
-3.3% while the year- 
over-year figure was
down -12.8%.

A decrease is 
forecasted in July for 
average sales prices 
while a slight increase is 
forecasted for median 
sales prices.

ARMLS proprietary predictive model forecast, 0 day DOM sales removed
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MLS sales prices for closed listings with a close of escrow date from 6/1/2019 to 6/30/2019, 0 day DOM sales removed

Distressed sales ac- 
counted for 0.9% of 
total sales, up from the 
previous month of 0.8%. 
Short sales dropped 
-25.0% year-over-year. 
Lender owned sales 
dropped -23.3% year- 
over-year.7%..

Days on market were up 
+3 days year-over-year 
while month-over-month 
stayed the same.

New MLS listings that were active for at least one day from 6/1/2019 to 6/30/2019, 0 day DOM sales removed

ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019
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COMMENTARY by Tom Ruff

The loud explosions heard earlier this month were not coming from Independence Day celebrations. They 
were the 2019 year-to-date housing numbers being reported by ARMLS. The first half of 2019 began with a whim-
per and ended with a bang. May and June were both exceptionally strong with June having $3,265,463,755 in dollar 
volume, the highest total for any June in ARMLS history. As an added caveat, there was one less business day this 
year compared to 2018, making this year’s total that much more impressive. As we reach the halfway point for the 
year, 2019 ranks as the best year on record.

Total Dollar Volume Sales as reported by ARMLS

ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019



In the ARMLS Monthly Sales Volume Figures chart below, you can see in the third quarter of 2018 year-over-
year sales began to decline. In our October 2018 STAT report, we asserted, “The October 2018 sales volume most 
likely signals an inflection point in our market.” We believed this downturn was “nothing more than a pause.” Quoting 
Ivy Zelman we added, “There’s a hesitancy to adjust to the new rate environment, but assuming no further upside 
in rates that reluctance starts to diminish in roughly four quarters, which would bode well for the spring selling sea-
son. Given the strength of the economy and consumer confidence and employment growth, housing should resume 
growth. That said, prices will likely be under pressure and will have to adjust, even if we do see a rebound in the 
spring, because it’s more expensive with rates moving higher.”

As the chart below shows, we saw five straights months of year-over-year declines with the last three months 
showing improvement.

ARMLS Monthly Sales Volume Figures

8 ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019
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Our assertion in October ended up being correct. The premise on which we based our forecast was only par-
tially correct. We believed in the economy and employment growth and felt the market would adjust to the rising 
interest rates. Our market has also seen a moderation in price increases with the year-over-year gain in the median 
sales price standing at 4.4%. What we didn’t anticipate was a 1.07% drop in interest rates. The chart below dis-
plays the exact same data from the Monthly Sales Volume Figures chart above, only from a different perspective. 
Below we’re showing the percentage change in year-over-year sales volume as reported by ARMLS. Think of this 
chart below as the “space” between the two years. It begins with January 2018 data while the chart above begins in 
June 2018. The chart below clearly displays the impact of declining interest rates with a lag time of between 2 and 3 
months.

ARMLS Monthly Sales Volume Figures Percentage Change

ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019



Which leads us to what might be the most interesting metric reported in June- the rapid decline in active 
listings. The chart below resembling a yoga pose shows just how dramatically the number of active listings has 
declined with three consecutive strong months of sales.

ARMLS Active Listings

We’ve been discussing low inventory numbers for several years now and what needs to transpire to see 
an increase in the number of properties available for sale. Maybe it’s time to just accept low inventory as the new 
norm. New housing stock can only be added from one source- new construction. The chart below shows the 
number of new homes built in Maricopa County dating back to 1999. New home construction was consistent from 
1999 through 2003. 
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We saw an explosion of new builds between 2004 and 2007 as the housing bubble formed, followed by a rapid de-
cline. The 7,654 new builds in the first half of 2019 are just over 50% of the number of homes built in the first half of 
1999.

New Homes Built via Public Records

 Two additional factors can impact the number of homes available for sale on the MLS: distressed proper-
ties (REOS) and the velocity at which current homeowners move. In a just published report from Core Logic, Chief 
Economist Dr. Frank Nothaft stated, “Thanks to a 50-year low in unemployment, rising home prices and responsible 
underwriting, the U.S. overall delinquency rate is the lowest in more than twenty years.” In Maricopa County we saw 
only 663 residential foreclosures in the first 6 months of 2019, 257 of which reverted to the beneficiary. With Arizo-
na delinquency rates lower than the national average, we can expect further declines in foreclosures in the coming 
year. Which leaves us with velocity. 

11 ARMLS STAT JUNE 2019



In a June 8 report, Freddie Mac asked the question, “Are Baby Boomers the Key to the Single-Family Mar-
ket?” The article states,

“One of the most important keys to today’s single-family housing market is homeowners who were born before 
the first-ever episode of Star Trek aired in the 1960s.

Today, more than 50 years later, Baby Boomers and other homeowners over the age of 55 control almost two-
thirds of the nation’s home equity – about $8 trillion. There are also more than 67 million 55+ homeowners.
Whether they decide to move from their current homes or age in place, the cumulative impact of their decisions 
on mortgage demand, affordable housing supplies, and the housing options available to Millennials and other 
aspiring homeowners will be substantial.

63 percent of 55+ers prefer to age in place. This works out to an estimated 42 million homeowners who don’t 
plan to move. 

27 million 55+ers would prefer to move at least one more time. Although movers are in the minority, it’s a big 
minority. According to the survey nearly 40 percent of all homeowners 55+ would like to move at least once more 
if they had complete control over it. This isn’t just about downsizing to a rental or nursing home; 19 million plan 
to buy a home and nearly 8 million expect to move within the next four years. What’s more, half of the 19 million 
likely movers expect to buy less expensive homes.

These are big numbers with the potential to tighten homebuying competition in the housing market, especially for 
Millennials and other first-time homebuyers.” 
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 A recent Chicago Tribune article went on to say, “The boomers are a stick in the spokes of the homeowner-
ship cycle, which counts on older people exiting to free up houses that can be resold to first-time buyers, keep-
ing the market moving.”

 This will be an interesting trend to follow, particularly in our Arizona market where we could see the effect 
from both sides of the boomer equation as we are also a desired destination for retirees.

 And now we look forward to July.

The Pending Price Index

 Last month the STAT mathematical model projected a median sales price for June of $279,900. The June 
reported median was $279,900. Looking ahead to July, the ARMLS Pending Price Index anticipates the median 
sales price will remain relatively unchanged, projecting a median sales price of $280,000. 

 We begin June with 6,382 pending contracts; 3,865 UCB listings and 725 CCBS giving us a total of 10,972 
residential listings practically under contract. This compares to 10,618 of the same type of listings one year 
ago. At the beginning of July, the “pending” contracts are 3.3% higher than last year. There were 21 business 
days in July of 2018 and 22 this year. ARMLS reported 8,380 sales in July of 2018. We expect sales volume 
will be higher this year, our guess is 9,100 sales.
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